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1.  Description 
This is a 6-8 week, congregationally led process, initiated as an open invitation to 
congregational members following worship.  Each week 2-3 questions (pre-prepared 
by EDGE and reflective of the IMNA information specific to your congregation and your 
missional possibilities) are put out on each table.  A recorder is elected to be present 
at each table to ensure the conversation and information is gathered.  The remainder 
of the process is informal with congregational members electing to participate in one 
or all of the weeks, self-selecting which table to sit at and how to enter the 
conversation regarding the prepared questions. 
The recorded information will be gathered and sent, each week, to your EDGE 
consultant in order to observe trends, consistent data and possible missional 
directions/strategies of the congregation. 

2.  Summary Table Talk Times #3 and #4 
October 15, 2017  
October 22, 2017  

a)  Themes 

(5 themes emerged at this point through the Table Talks; these themes should be 
understood to build and incorporate findings and discussion from the first summary) 

i. Mission – described in many places in the “talks” as outreach or community 
connection; St. Paul’s might begin to consider your understanding of the 
importance of outreach and community and begin to narrow the focus to 
how and where St. Paul’s is called and then design steps to put into action 

ii. Gift Identification and Development – making the connections between 
God’s mission, St. Paul’s part in that mission and the gifts present in the 
congregation to answer the call 

iii. Spiritual Practice, Nurture and Development – the foundation for 
connecting people’s gifts and the development of those gifts to the larger 
call or mission of St. Paul’s 

iv. Evangelism – the talks hint at the need to share our story, at the same time 
expressing uncertainty as to how and where to do this, i.e.: communication 
or outreach, inclusion and safety or social gatherings and partnerships? 
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v. Leadership – strong understanding that staff/ministers facilitate leadership 
development (a part of which is understood as spiritual/faith formation or 
growth) but that beyond this, leadership is to be shared between clergy and 
lay 

b)  Emerging Questions (offered to shape a possible EDGE Vision Day and/or 
Consulting Sessions) 

i. Belong – Behave – Believe 

• Most congregations adhere to the paradigm of belonging, behaving, believing 
(where people first seek a place of belonging, then learn how to behave within 
that place or group followed by exploring what people believe).  Past 
generations experienced the process in the reverse order: believing, behaving, 
belonging; the “talks” offer some evidence of this generational gap, i.e.: the 
emphasis placed on faith formation versus some of the youth comments made 
around participation (way to belong) and being “inspired” to action, “Food 
Drive – church is inspiring me to start this.”  

•  There has been a shift towards creating a place of belonging first, where as in 
the past it was important for the cohesion of groups to be joined together by a 
common belief that would inform behaviour, which would ultimately enable an 
individual to belong.  In general, in a society that is becoming more and more 
individualistic and isolating, people today have expressed their yearning for a 
place to belong.  

>What are some ways that St. Paul’s can create or continue to create places 
of belonging in the congregation? 

>How does participating or seeing yourself in the mission of St. Paul’s 
contribute to a feeling of belonging? 

>How can faith formation be connected to and inspired by a sense of 
belonging? 

ii. Identity -Mission – Gifts – Mission –  
• When identifying priorities for the ministry, in general people want to attract 

more youth/children and adults BEFORE they wish to see deeper faith 
development of folks. 

• We often think, if only we could have more people in attendance, all of our 
problems would be solved, and yet, much can be learned by asking: “To what 
end?” “Why do we wish to ‘attract’ them?”  What is God calling us to be and 
do? 

• it will be important for St. Paul’s to continue to reflect on it’s growing sense of 
identity as you discuss, discern and make connections to your unique and 
distinct part in God’s mission 
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•  St. Paul’s should be encouraged to consider the process of identity 
clarification, mission discernment and spiritual gifts inventory as a spiral 
process; one step leading into the next, circling back to the next, all the while 
redefining the next and back again 

• As participation in congregations decrease, it can become more challenging to 
match peoples’ gifts with the roles necessary to have filled.  In order for 
people to find a place of true belonging, it is important that there is the 
possibility for appropriate use of people’s gifts and skills, which affirms and 
values their contribution to the ministry. 

>How can St. Paul’s continue to draw lines of connection between your identity 
and the growing understanding of a call to mission in and through community 
partnerships? 

>How can St. Paul’s continue to celebrate the gifts within your midst and offer 
places for continued development and formation of those gifts? 

iii. Leadership Shift and Development 
• Most congregations need help with recruitment, equipping leadership and 

trying to prevent burn out while guiding people through this time of change. 
• Leadership is shifting from a traditional model of the minister holding 

responsibility in all aspects of the ministry to the model of sharing and 
empowering the laity to offer unique gifts and skills to the leadership of the 
ministry  

• this shift is very evident at St. Paul’s, perhaps with the exception of faith 
formation being understood to fall squarely within the leadership of the order 
of ministry and perhaps rightly so, as faith formation or education is identified 
as the root of leadership development and gift discernment    

• Governance and how congregations structure themselves is essential to 
leadership development.  

>How have you noticed the shift in leadership from a more traditional model of 
ministry to increased lay participation at St. Paul’s? 

>Are there tools or strategies that you have used to help address recruitment, 
training and sustainability of leadership?   

>Is your current governance structure appropriate to the mission and ministry of 
the congregation, the size of the congregation and the roles for which there are 
gifted people to fill?  

iv. Collaboration and Partnership – 

• We cannot assume a church building centering on Sunday morning worship is 
the shape of mission being called for in a new social reality in your 
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neighbourhood. Many different forms of mission and indeed ‘church’ are 
emerging as ways to engage new generations with the gospel. While many 
traditionally shaped ministries will, no doubt, continue, it is also true that in 
this new time many traditional congregations are closing or clustering in order 
to be viable.  

• Closing is a valid option and is part of God’s design for creation. Learning to 
effectively collaborate for sustainable mission is right at the heart of being a 
“United Church”. 

>What were the needs of the community identified during your Round Table 
Conversations? 

>Are there congregations within your Presbytery that are more likely to find 
common mission and identity ground for collaboration? 

>What are the implications of considering a “reseeded” ministry? 

c)  Action Possibilities 

i. Spiritual Gift Inventory and Call to Mission 
• St. Paul’s identifies a healthy and exciting understanding of God’s mission and 

how the congregation is being called to participate in that mission 
• The action piece is now to begin to refine and narrow the focus, connecting 

your identity to the specifics of the call for St. Paul’s 
• St. Paul’s also identifies a broad and exciting range of gifts among the members 

of the congregation; it might be helpful to design and/or engage a spiritual 
gifts inventory that infuses or connects the mission direction into the inventory 
or process of discerning the nuances of gifts and how those might be used to 
further the mission 

ii. Leadership Shift and Call to Mission 
• As part of your Vision Day and/or EDGE Sessions consider the significance of the 

leadership shift both culturally and as it relates specifically to St. Paul’s 

Traditional Model 

• Preach – a message of one truth 

• Worship Development – in a historical liturgical format 

• Maintain order and well-being 

• Pastoral Care 

• Shepherding of Disciples (Christian Education) 

Empowerment Model 
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• Balance 

• Guide transformation 

• Mission Outpost  

• Communicate vision 

• Interpret and lead change 

• Promote and lead spiritual formation 

• Lead high quality, relevant, transformative worship 

• Identify, develop and support lay leaders 

• Build, inspire and lead a team 

• Manage conflict 

• Navigate technology 

• Be a life long learner 

iii. Collaboration and Call to Mission 
• the “talks” identify in a number of places that, if St. Paul’s is to truly be 

empowered to live out God’s call to mission, one or some combination of three 
options may need to be considered: 

a) Greater or deeper understanding of what it means to engage community 
partnerships, as one participant commented, “how can we share the 
building with the community?” 

b) Engage collaborative ministry conversations with neighbouring churches 
(United Church or other denominations). 

c) Reseed – captured by two participants in the comments, “Take the whole 
church down and start over as a community focused organization.”  “Rent 
space in a mall.” 
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